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..0. SEIATE 

Change in Calendar Entry - 
Subject ....... Centre for -the Arts

From.. SUIATE	 . TEE ON	 EPADTh STUDIES 

10th December, 1976 
Date .............................................................................................................. 

Adtion taken by the Seante Committee on Undergraduate 
Studies at its meeting of December 7, 1976 gives rise to the 
following motion: 

MOTION

That Senate approve, and recommend approval by the 
Board of Governors, the description change for FPA.110-6, as 
set for in S.76-/7, 

Note:	 The present calendar entry for FPA. 110-6 - The Arts in Context: 
The Renaissance, reads as follows: 

S
" A selective study of painting, sculpture, 
architecture, music, and theatre in the context 
of the Renaissance. Tutorials will involve 
practical explorations in a single art form in 
relation to the styles of the period." 

In order to more accurately reflect the variety 
of instructional methods it is proposed that the last sentence 
be changed to read: 

"Tutorials will focus on a single art form and 
may involve practical explorations in that form 
in relation to the styles of the period." 
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From, ...... Evan.. Alderson,,..,.Director 	 . 

	

WFID.Sgdua.t.....C.ric.u1.uuC.oxnmitte.e 	 Centre ... for.. the Arts................................................... 

Subect. FPA..... .11 Q. 6

	

	 .TheArts....inCote..t.; ....... ................ .	 Date ......... .29 November76 
The Renaissance 

I request that a change be approved in the calendar entry for FPA. 110-6 - 
The Arts in Context: The Renaissance. The description of the course now 
reads: 

A selective study of painting, sculpture, architecture, music, and 
theatre in the context of the Renaissance. Tutorials will involve 
practical explorations in a single art form in relation to the styles 
of the period. 

I request that the last sentence of the description be changed to read: 

Tutorials will focus on a single art form and may involve practical 
explorations in that form in relation to the styles of the period. 

El The changed wording will more accurately reflect the variety of instruc-
tional methods we anticipate in tutorials and will bring the description 
into conformity with those of the other "context" courses subsequently 
approved. i: 
The above calendar change was approved by the IDS Curriculum Committee 
on November 30, 1976.

.,' 

J. Blanchet
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